SYNTRIO
FLEXCODE
Addressing Your
Unique Needs

Syntrio FlexCode

Your Organization is Unique.
Why Isn’t Your Training?
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meet regulatory expectations. It can serve an integral
role in improving business performance and success.
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conduct, all while minimizing risk. Promoting a strong
culture that leads to better results is not a checkthe-box exercise, but rather a continuous effort that
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requires purpose-built solutions.
Every organization has a unique set of needs, so
Syntrio combines its experience with over 6,000
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organizational goals and other expectations of proper
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organizations to meet you where you are and drive
the program and cultural behaviors you desire.
Syntrio FlexCode raises the bar on code of conduct
education because its structure, content, and
instructional and visual design work together to:
• Promote an understanding of and commitment
to your organization’s core tenets while
embracing your unique culture.

• Train employees on multiple risk areas and
refresh these topics and content annually.
• Empower employees with the ability to
recognize, evaluate and resolve ethics issues.
• Breathe new life into policies and make them
more meaningful with awareness and training
that support your culture and regulations.

With Syntrio FlexCode, we can easily switch
up the topics from year to year without
starting from scratch.
- Sarah G. Lynn, Chief Ethics and Compliance Officer and
Head of Corporate Legal, Perspecta
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Syntrio FlexCode

Experience Fresh New
Code of Conduct Training Each Year
Syntrio FlexCode is highly configurable and allows for a tailored experience without the hassle of building a
custom course, enabling you to engage employees and encourage continuous growth and feedback, while
eliminating the need for a time-consuming annual project.

Contemporary Approach Resonates with Employees
FlexCode’s modular structure permits you
to tailor a course to your specific needs
without the time and expense of a custom
course, to deliver training that resonates
with employees and effectively reinforces
your code of conduct. Even better, you can
leverage more than 100 Syntrio modules
along with your own custom content.
Your Syntrio Customer Success team will
work with you to develop your FlexCode
and ensure it includes the right balance of
risk areas, including some of the following:

Ethics and Compliance
• Bribery and Corruption
• Business Courtesies

• Discrimination Ethical
Snapshots

• Conflicts of Interest

• Harassment

• Fair Dealing

• Retaliation

• Financial Integrity

• Harassment Ethical Snapshots

• Insider Information
and Trading
• International Trade
• Privacy
• Third Parties
• E&C Ethical Snapshots
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Employment Law

Health and Safety
• Workplace Intruder

Cybersecurity
• Securing Technology

Diversity, Equity
and Inclusion
• Employee Essentials
• Identity
• DE&I Ethical Snapshots
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Syntrio FlexCode

FlexCode Helps You Meet the Highest Standards
Since the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines first articulated the elements of an effective ethics and compliance program,
corporate codes of conduct have been the de facto tool for companies setting expectations regarding good
conduct. Years later, it is surprising how far this important resource has matured – and equally surprising how many
companies have missed the message.
Syntrio FlexCode enables you to meet the highest industry standards with a combination of microlearning courses,
ethical snapshots and customized content that can be updated annually.
Creating an effective code of conduct with Syntrio FlexCode enables you to incorporate input from all areas of your
organization. It’s a flexible and efficient path to strengthen your culture, improve compliance and drive performance.

CUSTOMIZE AND MAINTAIN YOUR UNIQUE CODE OF CONDUCT
Leadership
Message
Core Values

Include
a special
introduction
from
leadership.

Microlearning
RISK AREA 1

Ethical
Snapshots
RISK AREAS

Microlearning
RISK AREA 2

Ethical
Snapshots
RISK AREAS

Microlearning
RISK AREA 3

Choose from 100+ microlearning modules and ethical snapshots to address your
most important risk areas:
• Ethics and Compliance

• Health and Safety

• Employment Law

• Cybersecurity

Policies
Attestation
Course Quiz

Complete
with policy,
attestation
and testing
modules.

• Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
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About Syntrio
Syntrio is a global leader in governance, risk, compliance and human resource solutions that
help 6,000 organizations manage risks, empower culture and accelerate performance in
50+ languages. Easy, affordable and innovative Syntrio solutions include a robust reporting
hotline and more than 1,000 elearning courses in Employment Law, Ethics and Compliance,
Diversity and Inclusion, Health and Safety, Business Skills and Cybersecurity.
For more information visit syntrio.com.
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